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Standard Social Media Practices Are Risky For Big Pharma
Law360, New York (September 26, 2014, 10:08 AM ET) -The days of patients relying solely on family physicians for health
care information are long gone. As with many things, when we need
information about an illness or a medical condition, we turn to
“theGoogle.”[1] And though most online health queries begin at a
search engine, a not-insignificant number start somewhere else, such
as Wikipedia.[2] Those who are Internet-savvy tend to be avid social
media users, spending more time with their social networks than on
email, especially with their Facebook friends.[3] An estimated
200,000 people are likely to start there if they have a question.[4]
When dealing with a serious health issue, though, over 70 percent of
Internet users still (sensibly) go to their physicians.[5] But Internet
access and social media connections have altered this relationship.
Patients now have the ability to research their conditions for
themselves, and the physician-patient dynamic is impacted
regardless of whether patients are actually well informed, or merely
believe themselves to be. On balance, physicians tend to view this as
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a positive development.[6] Patients use online resources at
diagnosis, at the onset of treatment, and throughout their course of
treatment.[7] And they are not alone. On average, physicians spend twice as much time looking to online
resources as they do to traditional sources.[8]
Despite the clear interest in social media engagement by two of its key stakeholders — patients and physicians —
the pharma industry has been relatively slow on the uptake.[9] Other industries have not been. Companies in the
computer and software industry, for instance, have deputized thousands of their employees to engage consumers
by acting as thought leaders within social media communities.[10] Social media has also been used as a
rebranding tool, to appeal to an entirely new generation of consumers,[11] or to an entirely new
demographic.[12] And some social media campaigns evolve so that they have less to do with an actual product,
and everything to do with timely social commentary.[13]
For every success story, there is also a cautionary tale. Twitter campaigns, in particular, are vulnerable to being
hijacked.[14] A successful social media strategy cannot be generic,[15] and companies must be attuned to quickly
moving developments or run the risk of cyberspace ridicule.[16] Of course, pharma companies and others in
regulated industries have more to worry about. Chief among their concerns is inadvertently violating U.S. Food
and Drug Administration regulations that are in place to guard patient welfare.

The whole point of social media is to interact with others in virtual space, to share information or ideas, and
create relationships. Accordingly, “liking” a status update or a comment, sharing or retweeting, or adding content
to someone else’s page are commonplace. Though these actions seem innocuous — and are standard practice in
the social media sphere — they may result in letters from the FDA when the underlying content is noncompliant.
This past June, a company marketing “natural” medications received a warning letter. It had “liked” comments
made on its Facebook page, presumably by consumers who had found relief by using the company’s allergy
medications, cough syrup and sleep aids.[17] Under FDA regulations, this was an inappropriate endorsement of
testimonials. A nutritional supplement company found itself under similar scrutiny when it advertised purported
benefits of compounds like cranberry concentrate and cinnamon bark extract, because it had not obtained FDA
approval to market these compounds for the advertised purposes. No safety and efficacy studies had been
performed.[18] As social media platforms develop, companies will have to be increasingly vigilant to avoid
inadvertently violating regulations.[19]
Another characteristic of social media is brevity. Tweets cannot be any longer than 140 characters, but do better if
they are between 120-130 characters.[20] And Facebook posts are most effective when they are even shorter
than that.[21] The problem, here, for pharma companies is that FDA-approved labeling exceeds those character
limits. This past February, Institut Biochimique SA and Akrimax Pharmaceuticals erred by failing to include any risk
information on the Facebook page for a hypothyroidism treatment.[22] Though consumers were explicitly
instructed to talk to their doctors, the companies were not excused from fully complying with FDA requirements.
Social media encourages sharing content, but this practice comes with associated risks.[23] Last August, for
example, AstraZeneca PLC sponsored “disease awareness” tweets for acid reflux.[24] The sponsored tweet
appeared in a Twitter feed, augmented with a link to an AstraZeneca YouTube video about Nexium. Linking from
one social media platform to another, in particular to YouTube, is perfectly reasonable to do in the social media
realm, because posts have greater impact when they include visual content.[25]

The Nexium YouTube video complied with all FDA requirements. In the process of linking the video to
the tweet, however, a summary description of the drug was generated. That summary — based on
metadata embedded in the YouTube page — appeared only in the tweet.[26] And because it did not
contain all of the FDA-required safety information, it was noncompliant. AstraZeneca pulled the tweets
down before the FDA ever got involved.[27]
Because regulatory compliance can be challenging on social media, the FDA has released draft guidance
to address two aspects: (1) adequately representing risk and benefit information when character space
is limited; and (2) correcting any misinformation about a regulated product that originates with a third
party.[28] The guidance applies to any interactive media, including microblogs, social networking sites,
online communities and live podcasts.[29]
When character space is limited, such as on Twitter, companies should consider the following:[30]
Information about a drug’s benefits should be accurate, nonmisleading and reveal “material
facts” within each individual communication (e.g., each individual tweet). Material facts include
both the relevant patient population, and any limitations as to indications.

Information about a drug’s benefits should be accompanied by information about its risks,
within each individual communication.[31]
o The communication should, at minimum, include the most serious risks associated with
the drug, “generally include[ing] all risk concepts from a boxed warning, all risks that are
known to be fatal or life-threatening, and all contraindications from the approved
product labeling.”
o The prominence of the risk information should be comparable to the prominence of the
benefit information.
o A hyperlink should be provided within the communication to a more complete
discussion of risks, but does not substitute for including the requisite information within
the communication itself.
o If adequate risk and benefit information, “as well as other required information” cannot
be communicated within the same communication, then use of the platform should be
reconsidered.[32]

A company is responsible for ensuring that any of its own communications are compliant, including
those (1) made by employees or agents acting on a company’s behalf; and (2) on which a company
collaborates, or over which it exerts control or influence, including editorial or review privileges, or
influence over promotional placement within a third-party site.[33],[34]
When a company is responsible for a site, the comprehensive, static site should be submitted to the
FDA, along with an explanation regarding any interactive or real-time components.[35] Any changes
should be annotated and resubmitted.[36] For restricted sites, all interactive content should be
submitted, so that the agency understands the full context.[37] Companies should also submit the home
pages of any third-party sites, along with interactive pages and their initial communications.[38]
Thereafter, monthly updates are appropriate when the site is non-restricted.

The FDA has also drafted guidelines that apply to user-generated content for which a company is not
responsible.[39]
To the extent that misinformation appears on a third-party site, for example a blog, and is
posted by an individual without a relationship with the company, a company need not correct
the misinformation, but may do so.[40], [41]

If user-generated content appears on a forum for which the company is responsible, such as a
corporate website, the site should include a clear and conspicuous statement that the company
does not create or control the content. If a company influences user-generated content, for
example, by inviting commentary, it may be responsible for the content.[42]

When correcting misinformation, the correction should be: relevant and responsive; limited and
tailored; nonpromotional in tone; accurate; consistent with FDA-labeling requirements;
supported by sufficient evidence; and posted in conjunction with the misinformation.[43]

Maintaining compliance with FDA-labeling requirements is not the only challenge.[44] A January 2014
study by the IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics highlights another concern — the obligation to
report all known adverse drug reactions (ADRs).
Quite a lot of information can be found on blogs, Facebook groups and other online forums about
people’s experiences with drugs, including those in clinical trials.[45] While “reportable adverse events
are not common relative to the number of social media posts” in total — and the percentage of adverse
events reported in general social media posts is estimated to be only 0.2 percent[46] — consider the
sheer volume of activity on social media. There are over 500 new Facebook comments every minute,
and over a billion new tweets are generated weekly.[47] If social media sites are monitored, companies
“may also become responsible to report ADRs that come to light in this manner.”[48] This could lead to
an overwhelming amount of data that a company would have to monitor and analyze. The investment
cost could also be substantial because consumers expect to be part of a conversation.[49]
The health care industry has generally used social media in one of three ways: (1) to gather information;
(2) to broadcast messages and content; and (3) to engage the public on health care-related topics,
without implicating privacy concerns.[50] As of January 2014, about half of the top 50 pharma
companies do not engage with consumers or with patients on health care-related topics on social
media. Of those that do, only 10 companies used Twitter and Facebook and YouTube.[51] Moreover,
midsize companies can use social media just as well, and in some cases even better than, the 10 largest
companies.[52]
It remains to be seen whether companies can develop adequate information technology infrastructures,
and sufficient marketing and communication systems, to effectively monitor social media platforms and
strategically mine available data. They may be able to leverage technological advances, like natural
language programming and better informatics tools. [53] Companies and regulatory agencies have both
come to appreciate not only how prevalent social media is, but the frequency with which people access
their social networks remotely.[54] Smartphone users may check their phones more than 100 times a

day,[55] so it is not surprising that apps have been developed to help recruit clinical trial participants,
and to also leverage the fact that 20 percent of the population already tracks personal data, like fitness
routines, diet and weight, through their phones.[56] Apps are currently under development in Europe to
allow trial participants to easily report ADRs.[57]
To date, some companies have chosen to engage. They look outward, choosing to follow others on
various platforms, including journalists, news groups, employees, nonprofits, popular political figures
and hospitals.[58] They view social media as an educational platform, and as a way to disseminate
general industry information.[59] They use their presence in cyberspace to create opportunities to build
trust with individual consumers, such as by sending a private message, coordinating a phone call, or
staging a real-world event.[60] And they encourage their stakeholders to engage with each other.[61]
These avenues are well worth the investment because they provide companies with a better
understanding of their stakeholders who, increasingly, will not hesitate to mount social media
campaigns of their own.[62] Better to be part of the dialogue.
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